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Monte Carlo studies of the magnetic phase diagram of KEr„MoO4…2:
A dipolar magnet with strong tetragonal distortion
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The magnetic phase diagram of KEr(MoO4)2 a dipolar magnetic system with strong tetragonal distortion is
investigated. The analysis of the experimental results indicates that the dipolar magnet with strong tetragonal
distortion in external magnetic field applied along the easy axis resembles the behavior of theS51/2 two-
dimensional Ising model on the rectangular lattice inBiz with the nearest neighbor interactions only. The
Monte Carlo studies of the corresponding criticalBc-Tc line revealed the second order character of the phase
transitions down to the critical temperature'0.7 K and critical fieldBc'50 mT. The behavior of experi-
mental and numerical data at lower critical temperatures suggests the vicinity of a tricritical pointTT charac-
teristic for metamagnets.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.014420 PACS number~s!: 75.30.Kz, 75.40.Mg, 75.10.2b
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I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of the applicability of exchange couplin
models for the description of magnetic structures with lon
range interactions, especially for the systems with domin
dipolar interaction has been a subject of intensive theore
and experimental investigations for a few decades. Mater
such as dysprosium aluminum garnet~DAG! and DyPO4

represent magnetic systems with dominant dipolar inte
tions which have cubic and weakly tetragonal (c/a'1) lat-
tices, respectively. It has been found that in zero magn
field these high crystal symmetry materials may be appro
mated by the three-dimensional~3D! Ising model with the
nearest-neighbor interaction.1,2 The possibility of such ap-
proximation has been explained by the compensation of
change and dipolar fields arising from the sites farther t
the nearest neighbors. However, the exchange coupling m
els used in zero magnetic field analysis proved not to
useful for the description of the behavior observed in m
netic field. The experimental investigations have been co
pleted by a number of mean-field studies of 3D antifer
magnetic Ising models with long-range interactions
external magnetic field2,3 which approximate the studied ma
terials.

The critical behavior of a dipolar Ising system on t
simple tetragonal lattice withc/a.1 has been theoreticall
studied in zero magnetic field.4 It was revealed that the te
tragonal dipolar lattice with the ratioc/a.2.5 is in the uni-
versality class of the two-dimensional Ising model w
short-range interactions. The conclusion was supported
Monte Carlo studies of 2D Ising antiferromagnet with lon
range interactions in zero magnetic field.5 Such behavior was
experimentally observed in the rare earth~R! series of super-
conductingRBa2Cu3O72d materials at low temperatures.6–12

In these compounds theR subsystem forms nearly tetragon
lattice with c/a'3 anda/b'1. Since the 4f electrons of
trivalent rare earths are effectively isolated from the sup
conducting~Cu-O! sublattice, magnetic correlations amon
R ions are predominantly of dipolar origin. Much less atte
0163-1829/2001/65~1!/014420~8!/$20.00 65 0144
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tion has been devoted to the investigation of the dipolar s
tems with a highc/a ratio in magnetic fieldB. Consequently,
the present work attends to the experimental and nume
study of magneticB-T phase diagram of the dipolar magn
with strong tetragonal distortion. The main motivation is
verify the applicability of the 2D Ising model with the
nearest-neighbor interactions in the presence of exte
magnetic field applied parallel to the easy axisz. Generally,
the behavior of theR magnetic subsystem inRBa2Cu3O72d
compounds was predominantly studied in the absence of
magnetic field because of the insufficient penetration of
ternal magnetic fieldB into the superconducting specime
The magneticB-T phase diagrams of theR subsystem in
nonsuperconductingRBa2Cu3O72d series have been studie
in detail.13–16 However, the reduction of the oxygen conte
introduces significant changes in the effective magnetic
tice and spin dimensionality.8–11

Another class of dipolar magnets with the highc/a ratio
is represented by the rare earth series with the general
mula AR(MoO4)2, whereA5Cs, K, Rb. The rare earth di
molybdates are ionic compounds with a layered crystal str
ture of orthorhombic symmetry17 with nominallya/c'1 and
b/a'2. Previous studies of a magnetic phase transition
zero magnetic field18,19 together with the value of the latte
ratio indicate that these dipolar systems approach theo
cally predicted 2D behavior.

In particular, the present work is devoted to the expe
mental study of the temperature dependence of KEr(MoO4)2
specific heat in external magnetic field. On the basis of
specific heat data the experimentalB-T phase diagram ha
been constructed. The analysis of the diagram was perfor
in the frame of two limit theories; a pure dipolar approa
and the 2D Ising model with the nearest-neighbor coupl
constants obtained from the previousB50 analysis.20 Since
the exact solution for theS51/2 2D Ising model on the
rectangular lattice inBiz is not known we have used mean
field approximation and the standard single-spin-flip Mon
Carlo ~MC! algorithm21,22 to construct theoretical predictio
for the B-T phase diagram of the 2D Ising model with th
nearest-neighbor interaction.
©2001 The American Physical Society20-1
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A. ORENDÁČOVÁ et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 014420
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section II is d
voted to the description of a sample and experimental ap
ratus used for the measurement of heat capacity. The
struction and analysis of experimental and theoreticalB-T
diagram together with MC details is given in Sec. III. Th
main conclusions are summarized in Sec. IV.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The crystals of KEr(MoO4)2 have been prepared by th
flux method23 at the Institute of Low Temperature Physics
Kharkov. They were good optical quality crystals prepared
the shape of parallelepipeds with typical dimensions 1531
310 mm3 with the edges cut along thea,b,c crystallo-
graphic axes. However, for the purposes of specific h
measurements in the vicinity of a phase transition mu
smaller piece of a sample was required to avoid the onse
extremely long relaxation times during the experiment. B
cause of the layered crystal structure, the materials pre
ably cleave in theac plane. The optical quality of the crysta
has been somewhat lowered due to crystallographic def
introduced by internal stressses during the cutting. A sam
of approximate dimensions 630.433 mm3 and the weight
of 33.6 mg was used for specific heat measurements. S
the crystal was not ellipsoidal in shape the fields inside
crystal were not uniform throughout, hence, strictly speak
there is no unique demagnetizing factor. Using the meth
described in Refs. 24,25, the averaged value ofN
'0.15–0.2 was estimated for the used sample. The cry
was mounted in the experimental cell so that the applied fi
was parallel to thec axis. The specific heat measuremen
were performed using a dual slope method26—a relaxation
technique established in the commercial3He-4He dilution
refrigerator TLE 200 type made by Oxford Instruments. T
temperature of the sample was monitored by RuO2 resistance
thermometer manufactured by Dale Electronics with a no
nal value of 1 kV, RC 550 type calibrated against a comm
cial germanium thermometer Lake Shore GR 200A-30. M
netoresistive effects were not considered because of
values of applied magnetic field which did not exceed 1
mT, while the temperature in the measurement was not lo
than 400 mK. The thermometer was varnished directly on
sample by GE 7031 varnish. For a homogeneous heatin
the sample the tensometric gauge of nominal resistance
V was used varnished on the opposite side of the crys
The entire assembly was suspended by nylon threads in
experimental cell and thermally connected to the thermal
ervoir via a link made of silver wire of 50mm diameter. No
attention was paid to the addenda contribution since the
cific heat was not directly analyzed and the temperature
maxima necessary for the construction ofB-T phase diagram
could be obtained readily. Furthermore, our previous inv
tigations show that the behavior of the addenda vs temp
ture is monotonous and in the vicinity of a phase transit
does not exceed experimental inaccuracy of the used t
nique which is about 5%.

III. MAGNETIC PHASE DIAGRAM

KEr(MoO4)2 belongs to the most studied compoun
from the aforementioned series. The crystal structure
01442
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orthorhombic with the symmetryD2h
14 , the parameters of the

unit cell area55.063 Å , b518.25 Å , andc57.915 Å.
However, the real distance between Er31 ions along thec
axis isd53.957 Å. The unit cell contains two pairs of mag
netically nonequivalent Er31 ions with local symmetry axes
tilted in theac plane by the angle of69° with respect to the
c axis. The ground state of a free Er31 ion is 4I 15/2 with
2J11 degeneracy. This state is split by the local crystall
field into eight doublets with the lowest energies27 E050
and E1515 cm21. The energy separationD5E12E0 is
much larger than Jahn-Teller interaction energyA
'4 cm21 estimated for KEr(MoO4)2. The condition A
,D prevents the realization of the cooperative Jahn-Te
effect in the compound28 in B50 and magnetic fields suffi
ciently lower than the critical valueBc'4 T. In addition,
electron paramagnetic resonance studies28,29performed at the
temperatures from 1.8 to 4.2 K, revealed the field-induc
Jahn-Teller effect only inB oriented perpendicular to thec
axis for B.4 T. The Ising character of this compound
low temperatures is quite well established by a stro
g-factor anisotropy with

ga51.8, gb,0.9, gc5gi514.7, ~3.1!

corresponding to the lowest doublet. Given the tilting an
between thec axis and local symmetry axes is neglected,
the first approximation thec axis coincides with the easy axi
z of the studied system. Previous thermodynamic studie
KEr(MoO4)2 in zero magnetic field20 have revealed that be
low the temperature of about 5 K the system resembles th
behavior of 2DS53/2 Blume Capel model on a rectangul
lattice. Below 2 K this model converges to the 2DS51/2
Ising rectangular lattice model

H052J1(
i , j

s i , j
z s i 11,j

z 2J2(
i , j

s i , j
z s i , j 11

z ~3.2!

with

J1

kB
50.85 K,

J2

kB
520.16 K, ~3.3!

whereJ1 represents effective intrachain exchange interact
andJ2 interchain interaction,s i

z takes on the values61. The
magnetic phase transition into the antiferromagnetic orde
state has been observed atTN50.95560.005 K. On the ba-
sis of the aforementioned facts the title compound might
an interesting subject of thermodynamic studies of magn
phase diagram of Ising system with long-range interacti
in Biz.

A. Experimental data

The temperature dependence of KEr(MoO4)2 specific
heat in constant magnetic field was studied in the temp
ture region under 1 K. Within the experimental accuracy
c axis of the crystal was aligned parallel to the magne
field. For clarity, Fig. 1 only includes segments of the te
perature dependence of the specific heat curves that con
the l-like anomaly. It can be seen that the height of pea
0-2
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MONTE CARLO STUDIES OF THE MAGNETIC PHASE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 014420
steeply decreases with the increasing magnetic field w
the width of the peaks increases. This behavior prevents
detection of a phase transition by specific heat measurem
in magnetic fields higher than about 100 mT since the p
tion of a maximum becomes practically unreadable. Tak
the position of a maximum denoted asTc observed in the
corresponding magnetic field denoted asBc , the magnetic
phase diagram given in Fig. 2 has been constructed. It sh
be noted that in this experiment the temperatureTN50.946
60.005 K is about 1% lower than the value observed in
previous experiment.20 This difference can be explained by
combined effect of calibration error~the average relative er
ror of the used thermometers is about 0.5%! and the crystal-
lographic defects involved to the sample during the cutt
of the material. The presence of the latter is indicated by
aforementioned lower optical quality of the crystal and t
behavior of the specific heat in the vicinity of the pha

FIG. 1. ~a!,~b! The temperature dependence of KEr(MoO4)2

specific heat in constant external magnetic fieldBic.

FIG. 2. MagneticB-T phase diagram of KEr(MoO4)2 in exter-
nal magnetic fieldBic ~open circles!. The solid line represents th
behavior ofS51/2 antiferromagnetic Ising model on the squa
lattice in Biz. MagneticB-T phase diagram of KEr(MoO4)2 cor-
rected for demagnetizing effects forN50.15 ~dashed line! and N
50.2 ~dotted line!. For clarity the corrected data are presented
the lines drawn on the basis of the points shown in the Fig. 3.
full circles represent the MC prediction forS51/2 Ising model on
the rectangular lattice inBiz with J1 /kB50.85 K andJ2 /kB5

20.16 K. The estimated zero-temperature critical fieldBc
0i (exch) is

also included.
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transition; the maximal height of the peak is about
J/K mol which is lower in comparison with the value 3
J/K mol in the previous experiment. Furthermore, stro
rounding appears; the width of the peak measured in
height 0.95Cmax is about 5 mK in the current experimen
while the width of the peak in the previous experiment
about 1 mK. As was mentioned above, the current spec
heat data did not enable the study of a low temperature
of the diagram. However, the zero-temperature value ofBc ,
denoted asBc

0 provides information on the physical param
eters of the system. Since our range of temperatures
magnetic fields is low in the comparison with Jahn-Tel
interaction energy, we can neglect all types of spin-phon
and orbital-phonon interactions. Thus, as a further stepBc

0

was estimated by using the formula30

Tc5TNF12S Bc

Bc
0D 2G j

, ~3.4!

wherej50.35 for the Ising model on the simple cubic lattic
and j50.87 for Ising model on the square lattice with th
nearest-neighbor interactions. Since the previous zero-fi
studies revealed the system resembles the behavior of
dimensional Ising model under 2 K, the valuej50.87 was
used in the fitting of the experimental phase diagram~Fig. 2!.
The fitting procedure yieldedBc

05160 mT. Before the
analysis of this value, the effect of a sample shape was c
sidered. Assuming that the sample at zero temperatur
fully magnetized in the paramagnetic region, saturated m
netization was calculated asM sat5ngimBS, wheren55.48
31027 atom/m3 represents the number of Er atoms in t
volume unit of the studied material,mB is Bohr magneton
andS51/2. Then internal magnetic field at zero temperatu
Bc

0i565–90 mT was estimated by using the standard eq
tion

Bc
0i5Bc

02Nm0M sat, ~3.5!

wherem0 is the permeability of vacuum, the dependence
N on the position throughout the sample was replaced by
averaged valueN'0.15–0.2. As shown in Ref. 31, given th
magnetic correlations in the compound are predominantly
dipolar origin, the internal fieldBc

0i can be directly related to
the Zeeman energygimBBc

0i . This energy is required for the
transition from the antiferromagnetic ground state with t
corresponding energyEA to the ferromagnetic ground stat
~saturated paramagnetic state! with the energyEF

EF2EA5gimBBc
0i . ~3.6!

The calculation of the energies performed within a pure
polar approach27 yielded EA /kB521.3 K and EF /kB5
20.6 K. In the latter the corrections for internal demagn
tizing factorN051/3 have been already included. The corr
sponding critical field resulting from Eq.~3.6! estimated in a
pure dipolar approach isBc

0i (dip)569.5 mT. The reasonabl
agreement of the theoretical and experimentalBc

0i values in-
dicates that the dipolar interactions play a dominant role
the magnetic subsystem of KEr(MoO4)2.
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A. ORENDÁČOVÁ et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 014420
The 3D S51/2 antiferromagnetic Ising model with ex
change and dipolar interactions in magnetic field appl
along the easy axis has been solved in the mean-field
proximation yielding2

Bc
0i5

2zJ

gmB
2

1

2
N0M sat2Bdip2Bexch, ~3.7!

where J represents the total antiferromagnetic neare
neighbor interaction-dipolar plus exchange,z represents the
number of nearest neighbors,Bdip is the dipolar field arising
from all ions on the opposite sublattice inside the sph
excluding the nearest neighbors in the paramagnetic sta
T50. Similarly Bexch is the exchange field arising from a
ions on the opposite sublattice except the nearest neighb
For KEr(MoO4)2 the value of Bc

0i obtained within the
nearest-neighbor coupling calculation isBc

0i (exch)

52zJ/gimB , where z52 and J5J2 , J2 /kB520.16 K,
yielding Bc

0i (exch)564.7 mT. The small difference in
Bc

0i (exch) and Bc
0i (dip) indicates that the correspondence b

tween the 2D Ising model with the nearest-neighbor inter
tion and dipolar magnet with strong tetragonal distortion
preserved also in the presence of external magnetic fieldBiz.

To support this suggestion, the experimental data of
B-T diagram at finite temperatures corrected for the sh
effects were analyzed in the frame of the 2DS51/2 Ising
model with the nearest-neighbor interaction

H5H02
1

2
gimBB(

i
s i

z , ~3.8!

where H0 is introduced by Eq.~3.2! with the parameters
given by Eqs.~3.1! and ~3.3!. The correction at finite tem
peratures has been performed using the relation

Bc
i 5Bc2Nm0M ~Bc

i ,Tc!, ~3.9!

where Bc
i denotes internal critical field at the temperatu

Tc . Since to our knowledge no experimental magnetizat
data are available, we used a simple approximation oM
based on the assumption that the behavior of paramag
magnetization induced by the external magnetic field in
vicinity of a phase transition can be described by Brillou
function for S51/2

M ~Bc
i ,Tc!5M sattanhS gimBBc

i

2kBTc
D . ~3.10!

Bc
i is defined by Eq.~3.9!. In a further step the corrected da

given in Fig. 2 were analyzed in the frame of the aforem
tioned model.

B. Mean-field model

Mean field models can be considered as suitable star
points for the qualitative studies of the critical phenome
For this step we proposed a simple version of the mean fi
approximation of the model~3.8! adapted from Ref. 32. The
approach is based on the definition of the free energy den
01442
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F52J1~m1
21m2

2!22J2m1m22
1

2
gimBB~m11m2!

1
1

2
kBT@~11m1!ln~11m1!1~12m1!ln~12m1!

1~11m2!ln~11m2!1~12m2!ln~12m2!#, ~3.11!

wherem1 , m2 are sublattice site magnetizations. The to
magnetization per site is defined asm5(1/2)(m11m2)
5M /M sat. Having applied the conditions for the existen
of the extreme ofF, ]F/]m15]F/]m250 we obtained the
equations

m15tanh~ j 1m11 j 2m21h!, ~3.12!

m25tanh~ j 1m21 j 2m11h!, ~3.13!

where j 15(2J1)/(kBT), j 25(2J2)/(kBT) and h
5(gimBB)/(4kBT). This system of equations was solve
numerically for the parameters~3.1!, ~3.3! and the stable
solution corresponding to the minimum of the free ener
has been selected. The solution consists of paramagnetic
antiferromagnetic branches corresponding to the jump of
total magnetizationM c on the criticalBc-Tc line presented in
Fig. 3. The calculation confirms thatBc

0(MF)5Bc
0i (exch), while

the zero-field critical temperature is approximately twi
larger thanTN observed in the experiment. This difference
the temperatures can be considered as a typical artifact o
used mean-field approach. The magnetization jump on
critical line indicates that the system exhibits the first ord
phase transition in the full temperature range. However,
perimental study of the specific heat performed in a w
temperature interval did not reveal the existence of t
peaks characteristic for a mixed phase present under the
critical temperature. As can be seen from Fig. 3, qualitativ
good agreement between the theory and experimental
corrected for demagnetizing effects has been achieved d
to Tc /TN'0.6. The question whether the character of t
phase transition really coincides with the prediction of t
mean-field calculation has been the main subject of
Monte Carlo studies.

FIG. 3. MagneticB-T phase diagram of KEr(MoO4)2 calculated
in the mean-field approximation of the model~3.8! ~solid line!. The
open and full squares represent experimental data corrected fo
magnetizing effects withN50.15 and 0.2, respectively.
0-4
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C. Monte Carlo results

Monte Carlo~MC! single spin flip calculations have bee
applied to perform a detailed analysis of the model~3.8! with
the parameters given by Eqs.~3.1!,~3.3!. The physical quan-
tity of the main interest is the specific heat calculated
using the fluctuation-dissipation formula

C5R
^E2&2^E&2

~kBT!2L2
, ~3.14!

where^•••& means the ensemble average,^E& is the mean
energy of a lattice consisting ofL3L spins, andR is the gas
constant. The MC simulations were carried out for perio
boundary conditions, various size lattices, fromL510 up to
L550 and for various numbers of MC steps. The MC sim
lation on the larger of the lattices comprised 53104 initial-
ization steps/spin to equilibrate the system. Consequentl
3105 steps/spin were done to calculate the statistical a
ages of interest. The MC simulations of the equilibrium te
perature dependences were performed by starting atT.Tc
from a randomly chosen spin configuration close to the pa
magnetic state. Then the magnetic field was switched on
the system was cooled with a temperature stepDT in a field-
cooling regime in the same way as the experimental m
surements. The MC calculations of the temperature dep
dence of specific heat in the constant magnetic field reve
the presence of a phase transition from the paramagnetic
the antiferromagnetically ordered state at the temperat
approaching the value of the pseudocritical tempera
Tc(L). The magnetic field varied from 0 to 60 mT. The e
treme rounding of specific heat maximum observed in
fields above 60 mT prevented us from further calculations
higher magnetic fields~Fig. 4!. The resulting points of the
Bc-Tc line were constructed in the similar way like the e
perimental diagram by taking the position of the specific h
maximum and the corresponding magnetic field. The ma
mum Cmax(L) and the position of the maximumTc(L) were
obtained as parameters of the fitting procedure performe
the critical region where the specific heat was approxima
by the phenomenological formula

FIG. 4. MC simulations of the temperature dependence of s
cific heat of S51/2 Ising model on the rectangular lattice wi
J1 /kB50.85 K andJ2 /kB520.16 K in Biz.
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C~L,T!5Cmax~L !2S T2Tc~L !

D~L ! D 2

~3.15!

reflecting the rounding effects. The strength of the round
is characterized by the parameterD(L). The fitting was re-
peated iteratively within the temperature range^Tc(L)
2D(L),Tc(L)1D(L)& until the variations of the fitted
Tc(L), D(L), andCmax(L) reached a fixed point.

The dependenceCmax(L) vs L is the signature of the char
acter of a phase transition; the second order phase trans
leads to the logarithmic behaviorCmax(L)}ln L whereas qua-
dratic dependenceCmax(L) should indicate the presence o
the first order transition.22 The logarithmic plot in Fig. 5
indicates that the transition is of the second order forB
,50 mT. The behavior ofCmax(L) for larger field values is
not transparent due to prevailing statistical errors. The M
calculations performed for variousL revealed significant fi-
nite size effects including the shift ofTc(L) towards lower
values with increasingL. In the following, finite size scaling
of Tc(L) was performed to obtain the estimation of the pha
diagram for the infinite system. The analysis ofCmax(L) vs L
dependence suggests that at least for the lower fields
extrapolation

Tc~L !5Tc1b/L ~3.16!

is justified. This formula involves two unknown paramete
the true critical temperatureTc and thermal coefficientb,
which is the measure of the shift of the critical temperatu
for the finite system. However, the fitting ofTc(L) can pro-
vide rather naive prediction if the number of lattices is sma
To avoid this problem, we have supplemented the sca
technique @Eq. ~3.16!# by the method in which the plo
C(L,T) vs L(T2Tc) is used for the location of the trueTc ;
finding this value requires that the specific heat pe
coincide near the critical region~Fig. 6!.

e-

FIG. 5. The finite size dependence of a specific heat maxim
Cmax(L) in the magnetic fieldB50 ~plus!, 10 mT ~cross!, 20 mT
~asterisk!, 30 mT ~open square!, 40 mT ~full square!, 45 mT ~open
circle!, 50 mT ~full circle!. The inset shows that the specific he
calculated forB550 mT atT50.756 K taken from the neighbor
hood ofTc andL58 –40 is also logarithmic with respect toL.
0-5
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A. ORENDÁČOVÁ et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 014420
Another subsidiary tool for the analysis of the position
critical points is Binder’s cumulant technique.22 In the case
of the antiferromagnetic chainlike system, the suitable fo
of Binder’s cumulant is

UM512
^M st

4&

3^M st
2&2

, ~3.17!

whereM st is the staggered magnetization defined as an
solute value of the difference of sublattice magnetizations
two adjacent chains along thec axis. In the case of the sec
ond order phase transitionUM(L,T) is invariant under the
change ofL for T approachingTc ~Fig. 7!. The application of
Binder’s cumulant technique requires the special care in
interpretation of the cumulant crossings constructed for
ferent lattices. The treatment ofUM also requires better sta
tistics of the data compared to the statistics necessary fo
specific heat. It was found that a regular behavior
UM(L,T) providing reasonable predictions comparable w
the predictions from the specific heat requires the calcula
of averages over 106 MC steps/site.

Using the estimation ofTc obtained by Binder’s cumulan
technique, the second order character of the phase trans
in B550 mT has been verified; a temperatureT from a criti-
cal region around theTc has been chosen and the behavior
C(T,L) vs lnL dependence has been investigated. The g

FIG. 6. Specific heat vs scaled temperature@T2Tc(B)#L in
constant magnetic field calculated for various latticesL510 ~plus!,
L516 ~cross!, L520 ~asterisks!, andL530 ~dot square!.
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linearity of the dependence clearly indicates the second o
character of the phase transition22 @Fig. 5 ~inset!#.

The significant contradictions between the estimations
Tc yielded by Binder’s cumulant technique and the previo
two methods were observed forB560 mT. A complicated
crossing of the Binder’s cumulants appears close to the v
Tc50.45 K, whereas rescaling of the specific heat provid
Tc50.55 K. In the caseB560 mT, the rounding of specific
heat peaks attains the resolution threshold. Thus, we trie
analyze the numerical data by using the energy cumu
method based on the definition of the quantity22

VE512
^E4&

3^E2&2
. ~3.18!

Contrary to our expectation of some anomaly, also in
worst caseB560 mT the careful analysis ofVE in the vi-
cinity of the aforementionedTc50.45 K shows only small
deviations of the order of 1027 from the limiting value 2/3
typical for the second order phase transition. T
coincidence is better for larger lattices~Fig. 7!.

In the following we attend to the investigation of the fo
mal resemblance between the specific heat maxima de
mined experimentally and by Monte Carlo technique. As w
mentioned above the width of the peaks is proportional
D(L). In the case of the second order transition one can w
D(L)5c0 /L, wherec0 is the universal constant independe
of the lattice size. The parameterc0 was chosen here as
useful measure of the rounding effects of the Monte Ca
specific heat data. The comparison ofc0 andb indicates that
rounding and shifting effects are of the same order in
amplitude and increase with increasing magnetic field. T
comparison of these quantities with the width of the expe
mental peaksWp defined as the one at which the value
specific heat is 95% of its maximal valueCmax ~see Fig. 8!
shows the qualitative agreement. This similar behavior of
Monte Carlo and experimental results is probably associa
with the aspect of the finite size effects in the former while
the latter it corresponds to the combined influence of cry
lattice defects due to the space distribution of local easy a
and nonellipsoidal sample shape effects. The broadening
nounced in external magnetic fields higher than about 70
and critical temperatures under 0.75 K~Fig. 8! indirectly
indicates that the system might be in a domain state, i.e
these external fields the system withNÞ0 achieves so called
mixed phase consisting of antiferromagnetic and param
netic domains. According to Eq.~3.9!, the external field 70
mT corresponds to the internal fieldBi'45–50 mT which
d-
FIG. 7. ~a! The temperature dependence of Bin
er’s cumulant inB50 for various lattices:L510
~plus!, L516 ~cross!, L520 ~asterisk!, L530 ~dot
square!, L540 ~full square!. ~b! The temperature
dependence of Binder’s cumulant inB550 mT for
various lattices:L510 ~plus!, L516 ~cross!, L520
~asterisk!, L530 ~dot square!. ~c! The temperature
dependence of the energy cumulant inB560 mT
for various lattices.
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might indicate the vicinity of a tricritical point. This sugge
tion is supported by isothermic measurement
KEr(MoO4)2 magnetization atT50.6 K in Bic, where a
metamagnetic phase transition has been observed33 with the
rough approximation of the critical fieldsBlow'70 mT and
Bhigh'200 mT. The used temperature is rather low, so
can assumeBlow'Bc

0i . Since the authors in Ref. 33 did no
perform any correction for demagnetizing effects, we can
quantitatively compare their results with our MC prediction

We now address the question how the rounding and s
ing are related to the corresponding spin configuration.
found that appropriate quantity proportional to the cross s
tion of 2D spin clusters of the studied antiferromagne
chainlike system is the Ne´el length l n introduced by
the expression

l n5L2S L1K (
i , j 51

L3L

ds
i , j
z ,s

i , j 11
z L D 21

, ~3.19!

where the terms with the usual Kronecker’s delta funct
sum up the number of pairs of neighboring spins with
same projection; the pairs break the antiferromagnetic o
in the direction perpendicular to thec axis. The temperature
dependencel n(T) was calculated for various fields and va
ous lattice sizes. The rapid decrease of the quantity with
increasing field observed on the criticalBc–Tc(L) line above
50 mT indicates the growth of paramagnetic clusters@Fig. 8
~inset!#. Such development of spin structure corresponds
the similar behavior of the rounding and shifting effects w
respect to the magnetic field.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Experimental study of the magnetic phase diagram
KEr(MoO4)2 single crystal has been performed by t
method of specific heat measurements in constant exte
magnetic field applied along the easy axis. The obtained
perimental data were corrected for the demagnetizing effe

FIG. 8. Magnetic field dependence of the shifting parameteb
~open square! and rounding parameterc0 ~plus!. External magnetic
field dependence of the width of the peak in the experimental s
cific heat of KEr(MoO4)2 ~full square!. The inset shows magneti
field dependence of the inverse Ne´el length calculated atTc(L) for
various latticesL510 ~plus!, L516 ~cross!, L520 ~asterisk!, and
L530 ~open square!.
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The analysis of the experimental and theoretical ze
temperature value of the critical fieldBc

0i suggests the pres
ervation of the correspondence between the 2D Ising mo
with the nearest-neighbor interaction and dipolar mag
with strong tetragonal distortion even in the presence of
magnetic field applied along the easy axis. This conject
has been supported by the analysis of the experimental p
diagram performed in the frame of the 2D Ising model w
the nearest-neighbor interactions. Theoretical studies of
model using the mean-field approximation yield the pred
tion for theB-T phase diagram which qualitatively describ
the behavior of experimental data in lower magnetic fiel
Monte Carlo calculations have been applied to elucidate
order of the phase transitions on the criticalBc-Tc line. The
MC finite size scaling analysis unambiguously confirms
second order character of theBc-Tc line at least up to the
fields of 50 mT. The steep increase of theb,c0 parameters
and the inverse Ne´el length in higher fields together with
rising statistical errors coincides with the steep increase
the width of experimental specific heat peaks. This behav
might indicate the vicinity of a tricritical point. Conse
quently, the classical single-spin flip algorithm dynamics b
comes extremely slow and not very effective even
smaller lattices where the corrections to the scaling may
of considerable importance.34,35 In this region critical expo-
nents are affected, hence, MC studies of crossover phen
ena yield less reliable results.36 Furthermore, as is demon
strated in the current work, the ignoring of the potent
existence of the first order character of the critical line can
a source of disagreement between the estimations of
critical temperatures yielded by different methods.

As was shown in Refs. 37,38 the algorithm working wi
spin cluster flips39 or loops is more effective than the sing
spin flip algorithm in the recovering of the first order line
low temperatures. We suppose that completion of the wh
theoretical phase diagram of KEr(MoO4)2 will require the
application of such efficient MC methods. As for the expe
mental counterpart, the extension of the diagram down
lower temperatures could be performed by experimen
measurements of isothermic magnetization carried out o
sample with a well defined demagnetizing factor. We exp
that this complex study might support the suggestion that
critical behavior of tetragonal dipolar magnet in the fie
parallel to the easy axis resembles the behavior of 2D m
magnet with the nearest-neighbor interactions. Similar f
tures have been observed in the MC studies of Ising dyn
ics in dots of patterned magnetic materials in exter
magnetic field. The studies led to the conclusion that
involving of a long-range magnetic interaction of the ty
N(M /M sat)

2 into short-range Ising system does not bring
significant change in Monte Carlo relaxation dynamics.40
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